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Someone once said that to be successful in your niche, it
must be ‘an inch wide and a mile deep’. I also like to think of
the book Blue Ocean Strategy: How to Make the Competition
Irrelevant by W. Chan Kim and Renée Mauborgne, and the
image of swimming by yourself in a shimmering blue ocean rather than the crowded and polluted sea near Blackpool.
It seems clear that, with very few exceptions, the days of the
conglomerate ‘generalist’ companies are over. Customers more
and more look for specialists to trust their business to. Most
of the exceptions to this observation are companies that have
existed for decades, such as GE and Hyundai. And even in
those ‘exceptions’ each of their subsidiaries has a very clear
niche and does work extremely hard to dominate it.
There are many great companies that found a market to operate
in, in which they could go to their hearts content without
worrying about the competition, and in doing so became the
dominant force in that niche.
Some famous examples include companies like Southwest
Airlines in the United States, which decided not to compete
against other airlines but against car travel. Or the Australian
company Yellow Tail Winery, which created a significant
and profitable business exporting wine into America. When
Yellow Tail created their strategic and marketing plans they
decided to, in the words of one of the directors, “aim for people
who didn’t own a cork screw”. Personally, I love the example of
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Cirque Du Soleil that never actually set out to compete with the
established circuses of the time, but with the opera and other
theatrical and large-scale entertainments.
But you don’t need to have quite such lofty targets as those. Just
because you are plumber doesn’t mean you are bound to follow

the well-worn path that every plumber before you has trodden,
and make the same offering to the same market that all the
other plumbers make who are advertising side by side in the
local papers. A couple of years ago, I worked with a plumber
who realised that there was a small but significant market in
laboratory plumbing in Sydney. He decided to focus all his
efforts in that direction and as a consequence now effectively
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owns that market. Similarly you might decide to make water
filtration the unique specialty of your plumbing business, and
do nothing but supply and install a unique range of specialty
water filtration systems to a market that currently doesn’t use
them much and has few specialists to call on.
In these days of ‘Googlification’ of our world, you could also
say that your focus must be to ‘own’ the first page of Google for
a certain keyword. You set out to own the search term ‘water
filters’ in Google searches, for example.
As the Yellow Tail Winery director said, when the company
went looking for opportunities to export Australian wine to
the USA, they went looking for non-customers of wine: ‘Who
is not currently using my kind of products or services but who
might be persuaded?’

Miriam’s Excellent Adventure
Once upon a time, a long long time ago in a country not unlike
Australia, I worked with Miriam. Miriam owned a travel
agency in the city. Miriam was good at her job; her customers
loved her and came back again and again. Miriam found it very
challenging to grow the business much beyond an organic 5%
per year, because competition was fierce and margins were very
tight. At this slow growth rate, Miriam would have to continue
to do everything six days a week, answering emergency phone
calls from distressed clients stranded in European airports at
midnight on Saturdays for years to come, and that is not how
Miriam envisaged her future.
It seemed to Miriam as if anyone with a mobile phone and a
bank account could start a travel agency at the small end of
the market, while at the other end there were a few really large
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players who had the lucrative corporate work all sown up.
It was as if Miriam was swimming in a crowded suburban
swimming pool on a summer’s afternoon, and she needed to
find a piece of quiet blue ocean without other swimmers to
annoy her.
The solution to Miriam’s problem was actually staring her in
the face, but it took her a while to see it. Miriam had come
to Australia ten years ago as an ‘expat’ on a two year contract,
working for a big corporate in the city. She had become quite
active in the expatriates community in the city, joined an expat
social group, and became the president of this fun group of
people with similar backgrounds to herself.
One day, Miriam experienced an aha! moment. She had been
telling me about her experiences from when she first came
to Australia, and she suddenly remembered what it had been
like for her coming to a foreign country where she knew
no-one (and everyone spoke a dubious form of English).
Organising accommodation and shipping belongings, going
back and forth to the UK a couple of times every year. When
Miriam remembered all the stuff she had to research and learn
when she packed up her life and moved to another country,
the solution to her marketing direction and focus suddenly
became clear in a flash. Miriam’s travel agency would become
a specialist expat travel and related services agency. Miriam’s
company would offer travel, accommodation, removalists and
shipping services, concierge and social services all rolled into
one. A true one-stop shop for people who come to Australia
on temporary work visas and work contracts, and have no
established networks to lean on.
Because of her connections, relationships and visibility in
the expat community, Miriam quickly became known as the
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expat specialist. The niche wasn’t enormous in Sydney alone,
but it has allowed Miriam to grow an average of 40% every
year for the next three years. Miriam has now expanded into
Melbourne and Perth, and will likely open a Brisbane office in
the near future. International growth plans are developing as
well with Auckland and Singapore the likely first cabs off the
rank. More importantly, Miriam’s margins have nearly doubled
and she doesn’t work weekends anymore... ever.
Miriam and all of her expat friends continue to live happily
ever after, in paradise.
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Next Steps

1.

Answer the next questions in your workbook. Label
a new blank page ‘The Market’ (see ‘Next Steps’ at
Truth 1):
•

On average, how many organisations compete
with you in the same market?

•

How often do you lose a job or a sale because you
are perceived to be more expensive than others?

•

How often do you ‘get the business’ even though
you are more expensive than others?

•

Who is not currently using your products or
services, but who might / could be?

•

Make a list of 25 communities, groups and
associations you are or could be part of. Think
about your kids’ school, your parents’ retirement
community, your gym, networking groups, etc.

•

In which of these communities might there be a
possibility for developing a new niche market for
your business?

•

What could your company be ‘The Experts’ in?

•

What could your company be the best in the
world at?
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2.

Draw a scale across the page as in Truth 1 ‘Next Steps’
and rate your business on the topic of markets and
marketing. How well does your business perform in
this area?
0

5

10

3.

What is one small step you are prepared to commit to,
that will move your business one small increment up
the marketing scale?

4.

Write this action down, announce it to your favourite
business adviser or coach and agree to be kept
accountable to this action by a specific date.
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Resources

•

http://www.thetentruths.com.au/resources/marketing/

•

Book - Small Business Marketing for
Dummies by Barbara Findlay Schenck:
http://amzn.com/0764578391

•

Interview in the Sydney Morning Herald
with Wendy Kenney: Low Cost and No-Cost
Marketing Tips: http://tiny.cc/smh-nocost-tips

•

Book - W. Chan Kim and Renée Mauborgne, Blue
Ocean Strategy: http://amzn.com/1591396190

•

Slideshare presentation on Blue Ocean Strategy:
http://tiny.cc/slideshare-blue-ocean

•

Book - Meatball Sundae by Seth Godin:
http://amzn.com/1591841747
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Remember

If you offer the market what many
others do, your product or service
is a commodity – and all that is left
to compete on is price.

You can get
the full version
of the book at
our online store
Buy the book

